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Our Business

SOLON’s founders demonstrated extraordinary foresight back in 1997 by
deciding to float a company dedicated to solar power on the stock market.
This proved to be a smart move, as SOLON has since become one of the most
innovative and reliable companies in the entire sector thanks to its focus on
solar modules and technology ranging from roof systems to full-scale power
plants. With its subsidiaries in Germany, Austria, Italy, France, Switzerland
and the US, SOLON is now a truly global service provider in the field of
solar power.
The SOLON Commitment: We are committed to solar power. Society no longer has a choice about changing the way it produces energy; in fact the process is already irreversible – for both ecological and economic
reasons. The intelligent use of photovoltaic technology reduces damage to the environment caused by CO2
emissions, conserves raw materials and ensures strong returns.
The Benefits of Working with SOLON: As one of the longest-established and most successful companies
in the market, SOLON has gained a wealth of valuable experience through its numerous large-scale projects –
something you can turn to your advantage. We combine exceptional reliability with first-class service,
from your initial inquiry right through to project completion. Our innovative, high-performance products
are constantly tested and enhanced in our own laboratories to ensure they meet the legendary SOLON
quality standards.
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Our Products

The SOLON Service: As a client, you will benefit from the complete range of SOLON services. That is
because alongside the development and production of photovoltaic systems, we are also happy to act as
a general contractor and manage everything from financing, site selection, the approval process and
photovoltaic system selection through to connection to the power grid. We even provide maintenance
and operational support after the project has been completed. SOLON’s expertise ensures your photovoltaic
system will run smoothly and efficiently for many years to come.

Benefit from projects completed on time. All our components work
in perfect harmony and our warranties make sure you are never left
unsatisfied. Act now for strong long-term returns.
SOLON Power Plants: SOLON has a wealth of expertise in constructing high-performance solar
power plants. Regardless of the geographical or geological situation and whether you require uniaxial
or biaxial systems, an elevated system or a specialized construction to meet specialized demands, our
experts are sure to find the perfect solution.
SOLON Industrial Roof Systems: Transform the roof of your production facility into a lucrative power
plant. This brings tax benefits and attractive, legally guaranteed feed-in tariffs, while improving your
company’s environmentally friendly image.
SOLON Residential Systems: SOLON produces aesthetically pleasing photovoltaic systems for private
houses and apartment blocks. The systems boast a long service life, meet the renowned SOLON
quality standards and are a great way for property owners to earn additional income.
SOLON Warranty: SOLON modules come with a 10-year product warranty* and an average performance
guarantee of 87 % calculated over a 25-year period (95 % after 5 years, 90 % after 10 years, 87 %
after 15 years, 83 % after 20 years and 80 % after 25 years).

* except for SOLON Black 220/16 and SOLON Blue 220/16
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Porto Cristo, Spain, Fixed Tilt System
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Our Testimonials

SOLON solar power plants produce clean energy all over the world. The brand SOLON is highly recognized
worldwide. In recent years, our clients have entrusted us with the installation of power plants with a combined
output of more than 180 MW. This trust has certainly paid off, as our engineers develop the perfect solution
for every site to guarantee optimum long-term returns.
Seville, Spain
SOLON BusPort System

Moclinejo, Spain
FlexNet Special Solution

Massalengo e Villanova del Sillaro, Italy
Fixed Tilt Roof System
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